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Meet Garrett, P.I. He’s a hardboiled human detective who stands out in a crowd of elves, trolls, and
other otherworldly denizens in the magical city of TunFaire. Garrett For Hire is “fantasy noir at its
best" (Library Journal), collecting three novels from Glen Cook’s classic urban fantasy series.
 

Deadly Quicksilver Lies

A rich woman hires Garrett to find her missing daughter…or to act as her hitman. In TunFaire, sometimes
it’s hard to tell the difference, leaving him no choice but to sift through the sex, intrigue, and murder to
uncover the truth behind this case…

Petty Pewter Gods

With TunFaire real estate at a premium and prayer palaces at a minimum, the big gods on the block hold a
contest: find the “key” to the one temple still available for worship. And when two rival pantheons try to hire
Garrett to find it on their behalf, he finds himself facing the wrath of gods…
Faded Steel Heat

Riots between humans and non-humans have turned TunFaire into a war zone. And when a powerful gang of
“human rightists” drag Garrett into the fray, he defends himself with a circle of friends no one would wish on
their worst enemy…
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From reader reviews:

Sadie McBride:

Have you spare time for just a day? What do you do when you have far more or little spare time? That's why,
you can choose the suitable activity regarding spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a
move, shopping, or went to the actual Mall. How about open or maybe read a book allowed Garrett For
Hire? Maybe it is for being best activity for you. You realize beside you can spend your time with the
favorite's book, you can smarter than before. Do you agree with it has the opinion or you have different
opinion?

Sharron Marty:

Information is provisions for those to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone from
everywhere. The information can be a know-how or any news even a huge concern. What people must be
consider if those information which is from the former life are difficult to be find than now could be taking
seriously which one works to believe or which one the particular resource are convinced. If you find the
unstable resource then you have it as your main information it will have huge disadvantage for you. All those
possibilities will not happen inside you if you take Garrett For Hire as the daily resource information.

Emily Ferrell:

Exactly why? Because this Garrett For Hire is an unordinary book that the inside of the reserve waiting for
you to snap the item but latter it will surprise you with the secret this inside. Reading this book close to it
was fantastic author who all write the book in such awesome way makes the content inside easier to
understand, entertaining method but still convey the meaning thoroughly. So , it is good for you because of
not hesitating having this nowadays or you going to regret it. This excellent book will give you a lot of
advantages than the other book have such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking way. So ,
still want to postpone having that book? If I have been you I will go to the e-book store hurriedly.

Roberta Anglin:

Guide is one of source of knowledge. We can add our know-how from it. Not only for students but in
addition native or citizen have to have book to know the update information of year to be able to year. As we
know those books have many advantages. Beside we add our knowledge, can also bring us to around the
world. By book Garrett For Hire we can consider more advantage. Don't that you be creative people? For
being creative person must love to read a book. Just choose the best book that appropriate with your aim.
Don't possibly be doubt to change your life by this book Garrett For Hire. You can more appealing than now.
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